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The MacGregor Grooms-Nora Roberts
2013-03-14 AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE
FIRST TIME Three MacGregor grandsons are
heading for the biggest day of their lives in this
heartwarming trio of interconnected stories from
international bestselling author Nora Roberts.
Fresh from the success of sending his
granddaughters down the aisle, Daniel
MacGregor turns his matchmaking sights on his
stubbornly single grandsons: D.C., Duncan and
Ian. And though each man will put up a good
fight, they'll be no match for the women chosen
by Daniel to tempt and tease them all the way to
the altar. The MacGregor Grooms can be enjoyed
as a hugely entertaining standalone book. It is
also the seventh instalment in the classic The
MacGregors series, which begins with Playing
the Odds and continues with Tempting Fate, All
the Possibilities, One Man's Art, The MacGregor
Brides, The Winning Hand and The Perfect
Neighbour - all available as Ebooks for the first
time. And look out for the prequel For Now,
Forever, the historical MacGregor novel
Rebellion and its companion novella In from the
Cold. Includes a preview of The Perfect
Neighbour

The MacGregor Grooms-Nora Roberts
2020-06-02 After ensuring that his three
granddaughters would all walk down the aisle, a
family patriarch turns his matchmaking skills on
his grandsons in #1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts’ trio of stories in The
MacGregor Grooms. For all his wealth and
success, ninety-year-old Daniel MacGregor
knows that his greatest achievement is a lifelong
loving marriage. If only his grandsons D.C.,
Duncan, and Ian shared his belief instead of
rushing through their lives on endless quests for
reward and respect. Daniel knows each young
man’s heart better than they do
themselves—which gives him great insight into
finding each of them the perfect bride.

The MacGregor Grooms-Nora Roberts
2012-04-10 Three MacGregor grandsons are
heading for the biggest day of their lives in this
heartwarming collection from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. Fresh
from the success of sending his granddaughters
down the aisle, Daniel MacGregor turns his
matchmaking sights on his stubbornly single
grandsons: D.C., Duncan and Ian. And though
each man will put up a good fight, they’ll be no
match for the women chosen by Daniel to tempt
and tease them all the way to the altar. “Roberts
has a warm feel for her characters and an eye for
evocative detail.”—Chicago Tribune A NORA
ROBERTS CLASSIC AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR
THE FIRST TIME
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The MacGregor Brides-Nora Roberts
2012-04-10 A new generation of MacGregor
women discovers their grandfather’s
matchmaking talent in this charming collection
from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts. There is nothing Daniel MacGregor
would rather see than his three eldest
granddaughters—Laura, Gwendolyn and
Julia—married. But the three cousins have one1/8
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track minds, and love is taking a back seat to
career success. Until Daniel handpicks three
unsuspecting candidates for grooms—and throws
them in their paths… “You can’t bottle wish
fulfillment, but Nora Roberts certainly knows
how to put it on the page.”—New York Times A
NORA ROBERTS CLASSIC AVAILABLE
DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME

Possibilities, One Man's Art, The MacGregor
Brides, The MacGregor Grooms and The Perfect
Neighbour - all available as Ebooks for the first
time. And look out for the prequel For Now,
Forever, plus the historical MacGregor novel
Rebellion and its companion novella In from the
Cold. Includes a preview of The MacGregor
Grooms

Playing the Odds-Nora Roberts 2013-03-14
AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
Serena MacGregor has always had a taste for
excitement and adventure. After years of study
she has escaped her family's expectations for a
life on the open seas - as a blackjack dealer on a
cruise ship. No one on board knows about her
wealthy upbringing - but the mysterious and
charismatic gambler Justin Blade recognises a
kindred spirit, and is determined to learn more.
When he saunters up to Serena's table, he
decides to take the biggest gamble of his life - by
playing for keeps... Playing the Odds can be
enjoyed as a hugely entertaining standalone
novel. It is also book one in the classic series The
MacGregors, which continues with Tempting
Fate, All the Possibilities, One Man's Art, The
MacGregor Brides, The Winning Hand, The
MacGregor Grooms and The Perfect Neighbour all available as Ebooks for the first time. And look
out for the prequel For Now, Forever, plus the
historical MacGregor novel Rebellion and its
companion novella In from the Cold. Includes a
preview of Tempting Fate

For Now, Forever-Nora Roberts 2013-03-14
AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
The love affair that launched a formidable
dynasty... The MacGregors. Self-made millionaire
Daniel MacGregor has a perfect life that's only
missing one thing: the perfect woman. He
thought he knew precisely what he wanted. Then
he met strong, stubborn, cool-headed Anna
Whitfield, the fiercely dedicated medical student
- and thought again. But Anna is not a piece of
real estate to be acquired. She's quite sure of her
future plans - and they don't include an
overbearing man like Daniel McGregor. Daniel is
facing the toughest challenge of his life. The
stakes are high - but that's just how he likes
them... For Now, Forever can be enjoyed as a
hugely entertaining standalone novel. It is also a
prequel to The MacGregors series, which begins
with Playing the Odds and continues with
Tempting Fate, All the Possibilities, One Man's
Art, The MacGregor Brides, The Winning Hand,
The MacGregor Grooms and The Perfect
Neighbour - all available as Ebooks for the first
time. And look out for the historical MacGregor
novel Rebellion and its companion novella In
from the Cold. Includes a preview of Playing the
Odds

The Winning Hand-Nora Roberts 2013-03-14
AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
Darcy Wallace is running from her old life - and
running out of luck. After years of being pushed
around she's set off on a liberating road trip
adventure... only to have her purse stolen and
her hopes dashed. Now she's alone and
desperate in Las Vegas with just a few dollars
left in her pocket. Taking the biggest gamble of
her life, she slips those precious three dollars
into a slot machine - and hits the jackpot. Her
win brings her to the attention of smart, coolheaded casino manager Robert MacGregor
Blade. And they're both about to discover there's
something far more valuable in life than money...
The Winning Hand can be enjoyed as a hugely
entertaining standalone novel. It is also the sixth
instalment in the classic The MacGregors series,
which begins with Playing the Odds and
continues with Tempting Fate, All the
the-macgregor-grooms-the-macgregors

Matchmaking MacGregors-Nora Roberts
2016-08-22 From no.1 New York Times
Bestselling Author Nora Roberts comes two
stories about the macgregor grandchildren
finding love...with the help of their meddling
grandfather. The Macgregor Brides At age
ninety, there is nothing the powerful patriarch of
the MacGregor clan would like more than to see
his three eldest granddaughters happily married.
So Daniel MacGregor has handpicked three
unsuspecting candidates he believes would make
perfect husbands. But this might be his biggest
matchmaking challenge yet; his granddaughters
are so focused on their careers that marriage is
the last thing on their minds. It's a good thing
Daniel has a few tricks left up his sleeve... The
Macgregor Grooms It worked with his
2/8
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granddaughters. Now Daniel MacGregor,
powerful patriarch of the MacGregor clan, wants
to see his three handsome and eligible -- but
stubbornly single -- grandsons married. So he's
found just the women to tempt, tease and torture
D.C., Duncan and Ian all the way to the altar!
And you can be sure that if Daniel MacGregor
wants something, he will stop at nothing to get
it!

as Ebooks for the first time. And look out for the
prequel For Now, Forever. Includes a preview of
For Now, Forever

The MacGregors-Nora Roberts 2014-12

The MacGregors: Robert & Cybil-Nora
Roberts 2007-06-01 In "The Winning Hand,"
casino manager Robert MacGregor Blade falls for
jackpot winner Darcy Wallace, while brooding
loner Preston McQuinn longs for his bright,
bubbly neighbor in "The Perfect Neighbor."

One Man's Art-Nora Roberts 2020-06-02 “When
it comes to true romance, no one does it better
than Nora [Roberts],” (Booklist). And in The
MacGregors’ novel One Man’s Art, the #1 New
York Times bestselling author delivers a story of
how one woman’s love gives a man the strength
to let go of his haunted past. A lighthouse keeper
on the shores of Maine, Grant Campbell
convinced himself he was content with being
alone, free of the harmful entanglements that
bind people. Then Genevieve Grandeau appeared
on his doorstep one night after abandoning her
stalled car, seeking shelter from a raging storm.
Grant is not the friendliest or most gracious of
hosts, but Gennie senses a kindness and
compassion deep within him yearning to be free.
Unexpected fate may have brought them
together, but healing love is their shared destiny.

Bridegroom Wore Plaid-Grace Burrowes
2012-12-04 Named a Publishers Weekly Best
Book of 2012 New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Grace Burrowes keeps
winning reader awards for her gorgeously
imagined books. If you're already a fan, you'll
devour her new characters and if you haven't yet
discovered the richly drawn worlds of Grace
Burrowes, you're in for a treat.... "Memorable
heroes. Intelligent, sensual love stories. This
author knows what romance readers adore."—RT
Book Reviews, 4 Stars His Family or His Heart —
One of Them Will Be Betrayed... Ian MacGregor
is wooing a woman who's wrong for him in every
way. As the new Earl of Balfour, though, he must
marry an English heiress to repair the family
fortunes. But in his intended's penniless
chaperone, Augusta, Ian is finding everything
he's ever wanted in a wife. "Historical details
enrich Burrowes's intimate and erotic story, but
the real stars are her vibrant characters and her
masterful ear for dialogue. Burrowes is superb at
creating connections that feel honest and
real."—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review

Rebellion & In From the Cold-Nora Roberts
2013-03-14 AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE
FIRST TIME Rebellion. Scotland, 1745 - a time of
war, betrayal... and passion. Serena MacGregor's
hatred of all things English extends to her
brother's friend Brigham Langston. He'll prove
himself worthy of the MacGregor clan's respect,
but facing Serena's pride is a much harder battle
to fight. Set against the fierce and bloody battle
of Culloden, Rebellion is a captivating historical
novel and a fascinating prequel to the classic
MacGregors series. Gripping novella In From the
Cold follows the MacGregors during the
American Revolution. It's close to Christmas, and
injured rebel Ian MacGregor flees into the
wilderness, where he finds refuge for his body
and soul with Irish spitfire Alanna Flynn...
Rebellion and In From the Cold can be enjoyed as
hugely entertaining standalone tales. They also
accompany the classic The MacGregors series,
which begins with Playing the Odds and
continues with Tempting Fate, All the
Possibilities, One Man's Art, The MacGregor
Brides, The Winning Hand, The MacGregor
Grooms and The Perfect Neighbour - all available
the-macgregor-grooms-the-macgregors

The Perfect Neighbor-Nora Roberts 1999 The
Perfect Neighbor by Nora Roberts released on
Jan 25, 1999 is available now for purchase.

Once Upon a Tartan-Grace Burrowes
2013-08-06 "Burrowes delivers red-hot chemistry
with a masterful mix of playfulness and
sensuality." —Publishers Weekly Honor or
happiness—he can't have both. Tiberius Flynn
may be every inch an English lord, but smart,
headstrong beauty Hester Daniels has no use for
his high-handed ways--no matter how handsome,
charming, or beguiling he is. They only see eye to
3/8
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eye in caring about the feisty little girl who is
under their protection. Tiberius's haughty
insistence that his wealthy estate in England is a
better place for the child than her beloved,
rundown Scotland home sparks Hester's fierce
protectiveness, and the battle lines are drawn.
Praise for The Bridegroom Wore Plaid, a
Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year: "As
always, Burrowes creates a character driven
novel...The slowly simmering sensuality and the
strong bonds of family hold readers' interest and
hearts."—RT Book Reviews, 4 stars "Will engage
readers with emotion and sensuality...Burrowes
has a talent for filling traditional romance
situations with depth and the unexpected."
—Booklist

injured minuteman Ian MacGregor flees into the
wilderness and finds refuge for his body and soul
with Irish spitfire Alanna Flynn.

MacGregor’s Lady-Grace Burrowes 2014-02-04
What if the steps they take to avoid marriage...
The last thing Asher MacGregor, newly titled
Earl of Balfour, wants is a society wife, though he
has agreed to squire Boston heiress Hannah
Cooper about the London ballrooms. When he's
met that obligation, he'll return to the Highlands,
and resume the myriad responsibilities awaiting
him there. ...Lead instead to impossible love? At
her step-father's insistence, Hannah Cooper must
endure a London season, though she has no
intention of surrendering her inheritance to a
fortune hunter. When she's done her duty, she'll
return to Boston and the siblings who depend
upon her for their safety... or will she? The
taciturn Scottish earl suits her purposes
admirably-until genuine liking and unexpected
passion bring Asher and Hannah close. For if the
Scottish earl and the American heiress fall in
love, an ocean of differences threatens to keep
them apart. "Burrowes' powerful and complex
characters will enthrall you." —RT Book Reviews

In From The Cold (Novella)-Nora Roberts
2014-11-18 A thrilling historical romance novella
featuring the popular MacGregor family from #1
New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts.
In from the Cold follows the MacGregors during
the American Revolution. Injured minuteman Ian
MacGregor flees into the wilderness, where he
finds refuge for his body and soul with Irish
spitfire Alanna Flynn.

Nora Roberts' MacGregors Collection:
Volume 2-Nora Roberts 2013-05-07 The past
and present of the MacGregor family meet in this
thrilling romance collection from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. THE
PERFECT NEIGHBOR When he moves into a new
building, the last thing Preston McQuinn wants is
a nosy neighbor—especially one as vivacious as
Cybil Campbell. THE WINNING HAND Darcy
Wallace slips her last three dollars into a slot
machine—and hits the jackpot. But the real prize
is casino manager Robert MacGregor. THE
MACGREGOR BRIDES To ensure the happiness
of his three eldest granddaughters—Laura,
Gwendolyn, and Julia—Daniel MacGregor sets
three irresitable candidates for true love on a
collision course with their busy lives. THE
MACGREGOR GROOMS Daniel MacGregor turns
his matchmaking sights on his stubbornly single
grandsons: D.C., Duncan, and Ian. Each will put
up a good fight, but they’re no match for the
women chosen to tempt them all the way to the
altar. REBELLION Scotland, 1745. It will take all
the passion Englishman Brigham Langston can
muster to pierce Serena MacGregor's pride and
earn the love of the spirited Scot. IN FROM THE
COLD In the chaos of the American Revolution,
the-macgregor-grooms-the-macgregors

The MacGregors: New Beginnings-Nora
Roberts 2020-10-27 The MacGregors: New
Beginnings collects the first two novels
introducing #1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts’ beloved MacGregor family
in one volume. Playing the Odds Serena
MacGregor wanted something money couldn’t
buy, an independent experience she can get only
by living it. Working as a blackjack dealer on a
cruise ship, she keeps her elite privilege a secret.
Then gambler Justin Blade appears and drops big
bucks on her table. He’s a mystery who keeps his
cards close to his chest—but finds himself
desiring to prove to Serena that together they’ve
hit the jackpot. Tempting Fate Caine MacGregor
has never lost a case. His combative persona
serves his clients well in the courtroom, and his
persuasive arguments have won him many
conquests in the bedroom. But in counselor
Diana Blade, Caine has met his match. Her legal
expertise would make her an excellent partner,
and discovering her personal passions would
make an enticing challenge. And as Caine
deliberates with Diana about business and
pleasure interests, he realizes he’s truly
mediating for a chance at love.
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Washington cocktail party he is fascinated by this
bright, fiery waif with her mass of red hair and
bohemian style. He's never met anyone like her
before - and that's exciting. Alan MacGregor is a
man used to getting what he wants. But Shelby
has her reasons for keeping the dashing senator
at arm's length, including the centuries-old feud
between their families... All the Possibilities can
be enjoyed as a hugely entertaining standalone
novel. It is also the third instalment in the classic
The MacGregors series, which begins with
Playing the Odds and Tempting Fate and
continues with One Man's Art, The MacGregor
Brides, The Winning Hand, The MacGregor
Grooms and The Perfect Neighbour - all available
as Ebooks for the first time. And look out for the
prequel For Now, Forever, plus the historical
MacGregor novel Rebellion and its companion
novella In from the Cold. Includes a preview of
One Man's Art

The MacGregor Brides-Nora Roberts
2020-06-02 #1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts invites readers to meet The
MacGregor Brides in a trio of stories about three
young women whose grandfather wishes to
bestow upon each of them a happily ever after
that can only be found through the bonds of love.
Daniel MacGregor has been blessed with a happy
marriage his entire life—one that bore him many
children and grandchildren. Proud of his family’s
notable achievements, he is concerned that some
of them have chosen careers over love. Laura,
Gwendolyn, and Julia are his oldest
granddaughters, and the ninety-year-old
patriarch has taken it upon himself to play
matchmaker by finding each a potential husband.
Neither brides- nor grooms-to-be appreciate his
efforts, but if there’s one thing Daniel knows, it’s
how to find the perfect mate.

Once Upon a Midnight- 2003 From a
courageous young woman who saves a kingdom
from tragedy, to a beautiful young American who
finds love in the Highlands, this collection of
romances is filled with magical mayhem and
enchanting escapades.

How to Forgive a Highlander-Michelle McLean
2019-07-08 William MacGregor will lie, spy, and
happily die to protect his clan from their greatest
enemy. But when he kidnaps the wrong woman,
he triggers the very events he’d been working so
hard to prevent. And puts everyone in danger.
Rose Thatcher will do anything to protect her
lady and return them both safely to English soil.
But the damn Highlander who snatched her off
the docks has done nothing but get in her way.
She’d love to ditch the bastard, but if they want
to save their respective loved ones, they are
going to have to stay together. Somewhere along
the grueling journey to Scotland, their constant
bickering turns into something more. Something
worth fighting for. But how can an English lady’s
maid, who longs for the safe, comfortable life she
had in London, find love with a Highlander who
can’t wait to wipe England’s dust off his feet? If
they can’t defeat the enemy they accidentally led
home, they might not live long enough to find
out. Each book in the MacGregor Lairds series is
STANDALONE: * How to Lose a Highlander *
How to Ensnare a Highlander * How to Blackmail
a Highlander * How to Forgive a Highlander

Even the Dogs-Jon Mcgregor 2020-05-12 "A
ferocious book, at once intense and alarmingly
unsentimental" (James Wood, The New Yorker),
this intimate exploration of life at the edges of
society is littered with love, loss, despair, and a
half–glimpse of redemption―now reissued with
an introduction by Yiyun Li On a cold, quiet day
between Christmas and the New Year, a man's
body is found in an abandoned apartment. His
friends look on, but they're dead, too. Their
bodies found in squats and sheds and alleyways
across the city. Victims of heroin, they're ghosts
in the shadows, a chorus keeping vigil as the
hours pass, paying their own particular homage
as their friend's body is taken away, examined,
investigated, and cremated. All of their stories
are laid out piece by broken piece through a
series of fractured narratives. We meet Robert,
the deceased, the only alcoholic in a sprawling
group of junkies; Danny, just back from
uncomfortable holidays with family, who
discovers the body; Laura, Robert's daughter,
who stumbles into the drug addict's life when she
moves in with her father after years apart;
Heather, who has her own home for the first time
since she was a teenager; Mike, the Falklands

All The Possibilities-Nora Roberts 2013-03-14
AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
Free-spirited shop owner Shelby Campbell has a
rich and busy life. But a family tragedy has
placed a protective wall around her heart - one
that no man has ever scaled... When Senator
Alan MacGregor meets Shelby by chance at a
the-macgregor-grooms-the-macgregors
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War vet; and all the others. Theirs are stories of
lives fallen through the cracks, hopes flaring and
dying, love overwhelmed by more immediate
needs. These invisible people live in a parallel
reality to most of us, out of reach of food and
shelter. And in their sudden deaths, it becomes
clear, they are treated with more respect than
they ever were in their short lives. Winner of the
International Dublin Literary Award, Even the
Dogs is a daring and humane exploration of
homelessness and addiction from "a writer who
will make a significant stamp on world literature.
In fact, he already has" (Colum McCann, winner
of the National Book Award).

supplies salesman Selwyn Robby arrives home
towing the Toogood Aquatics exhibition caravan
and orders his like-wife, Imogen ‘Ginny’ Dare, to
get into the car. He’s taking her on a little
holiday, he says. To Wales. So begins their road
trip west, via blasts from Selwyn’s past, and a
fortnight’s journey of self-discovery for them
both. But it’s a fishy business towing this
caravan, with its saucy mermaid curtains and
fully stocked bar, and Ginny must untangle the
pondweed to get to the bottom of it, even it does
mean unearthing her own murky past to find out.

Forever MacGregor-Nora Roberts 2021-01-26
In these reader-favorite stories, the MacGregor
men will take the biggest chances of their lives
all in the name of love! For Now, Forever Selfmade millionaire Daniel MacGregor is used to
getting what he wants. Whether business or
pleasure, Daniel MacGregor can charm his way
through it all. So when he meets the fiercely
independent Anna Whitfield, he's surprised when
she coolly dismisses him. Studying to be a
surgeon, Anna has no patience for Daniel's
foolish opinions, and she won't be distracted by
his flattery. But Daniel is not about to let the love
of his life slip through his fingers. He's
determined to win her over...and that just might
end up costing him everything. The Winning
Hand Darcy Wallace has less than ten dollars in
her pocket when her car breaks down just
outside of Las Vegas. Dazzled by the lights and
desperate to take a chance, she spends the last of
her money at a hotel casino and wins the jackpot.
When casino manager Robert MacGregor Blade
sees how innocent and nervous Darcy is, all he
wants to do is protect her. But there's something
alluring about the young stranger, and it's
messing with Mac's good intentions. Winning
Darcy over will be a gamble, but it could be the
most rewarding one of Mac's life.

Northern Light-Roy MacGregor 2011-09
MacGregor examines the mysteries of Thomson's
life, loves and violent death in a definitive nonfiction account.

Daring to Dream-Nora Roberts 2012 In the first
novel of the Dream Trilogy, Nora Roberts begins
the story of three women who shared a home and
a childhood—but grew to fulfill their own unique
destinies… Margo, Kate and Laura were brought
up like sisters amidst the peerless grandeur of
Templeton House. But it was Margo whose
dreams first took her far away . . . Margo
Sullivan had everything a young woman could
ask for. But while growing up along the rocky
cliffs of Monterey, she couldn't help but dream of
bigger things. The daughter of the Templeton's
stern Irish housekeeper, Margo had been treated
like a member of the family. Deep down, she
knew that money could not buy the thing she
craved most—her mother's acceptance. Maybe
things would be different if she could be sweet
like Laura—or had Kate's shrewd head for
business. But all Margo knew how to do was be
Margo, and that meant doing things her own
way—no matter what the consequences . . .

Key to Knowledge ..- 1841
Pondweed-Lisa Blower 2020-07-09 A love story
in the slow lane about loss and getting lost—two
childhood sweethearts take a trip via pints,
ponds and pitstops to find their future on a road
less travelled from Stoke-on-Trent to Wales
Apparently, we spend almost two weeks of our
life completely lost. If you add up all the times
you take a wrong turn or find yourself
somewhere you don’t want to be, it equates to
fourteen days of essentially being missing. One
Monday afternoon, around three o’clock, pond
the-macgregor-grooms-the-macgregors

Rob Roy-Walter Scott 1872

Double Cross-Malorie Blackman 2017-04-06
Just this once . . . Please let me get away with it
just this once . . . Tobey wants a better life - for
him and his girlfriend Callie Rose. He wants
nothing to do with the gangs that rule the world
he lives in. But when he's offered the chance to
6/8
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earn some money just for making a few
'deliveries', just this once, would it hurt to say
'yes'? One small decision can change everything .
. . The fourth novel in Malorie Blackman's
powerful Noughts & Crosses sequence.

night. Because Sonya is burning the fish fingers,
and driving too fast, and swimming too far from
the shore, and Tommy's life is in her hands. Once
there was the thrill of a London stage, a glowing
acting career, fast cars, handsome men. But now
there are blackouts and bare cupboards, and her
estranged father showing up uninvited. There is
Mrs O'Malley spying from across the road. There
is the risk of losing Tommy – forever.

A Highlander Never Surrenders-Paula Quinn
2008-12-01 Defending Her Was His Duty Skilled
with a sword and quick with her wit, Scottish
rebel Claire Stuart cannot be tamed. And nothing
can deter her from rescuing her beloved sister
and saving them both from arranged marriages-not even the handsome Highlander who vows to
protect Claire. His scorching gaze and fiery kiss
bring her to the brink of surrender, but she
belongs to no man... Seducing Her Would Be His
Reward Graham Grant has had his share of
lasses. But he has never met one as headstrong
or as bonnie as Claire--or one with such
desperate, dnagerous plans. Helping her could
betray his honor, his country, and more. Graham
can't claim her. Yet everything in him says: Take
her, make her yours, teach her pleasure, and
never let her go.

Nora Roberts' Dream Trilogy-Nora Roberts
2011-04-01 Margo, Kate, and Laura were
brought up like sisters amidst the peerless
grandeur of Templeton House, but each grow to
fulfill their own unique destinies in this collection
that includes all three novels in the dramatic
Dream Trilogy from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Nora Roberts. DARING TO
DREAM Nora Roberts begins her Dream Trilogy
with the story of Margo, a housekeeper’s
daughter who picks up the pieces of a shattered
dream to start a new one—with the sisters of her
heart... HOLDING THE DREAM In the second
book of Nora Roberts’s Dream Trilogy, the ever
practical Kate Powell finds her career
sidetracked by a scandal—one that will teach her
the value of family, friendship, and love...
FINDING THE DREAM In the final novel of Nora
Roberts’s Dream Trilogy, Laura struggles to
mend a broken heart and broken family—until
someone from her past makes all of her dreams
come true...

This Christmas...-Nora Roberts 2016-11-03
Spend This Christmasâe¦ with NORA ROBERTS
Four festive stories starring the MacGregors
Laura, Gwen and Julia are happily focused on
their careers as a lawyer, a doctor and a
businesswoman, but that isnâe(tm)t enough for
their rich and powerful grandfather, Daniel; he
wants them married! So heâe(tm)s picked three
unsuspecting candidates for husbands and sets
events in motion âe" heâe(tm)s hoping for three
MacGregor Brides! In from the Cold sees Ian
MacGregor fleeing Boston after being injured in
the first blows of the American Revolution. He
heads into the wilderness, where he finds refuge
with Irish spitfire Alanna Flynnâe¦ who is not
planning on marrying again.

The Least Likely Bride-Jane Feather
2008-12-10 The third novel in the captivating
Brides Trilogy, in which three unconventional
young women vow they will never marry—only to
be overtaken by destiny. One moment Lady Olivia
Granville is strolling along a path, her nose
buried in a tome of Greek philosophy; the next
she is plunging down a rocky cliff. When she
regains consciousness, she is naked and
unwittingly trapped on a pirate ship. Her captor,
though, is no ordinary pirate. Wickedly
handsome, disturbingly mysterious, the greyeyed master of the Wind Dancer is both a
physician and an artist, and admits to making his
living from the sea. Most disconcerting of all,
when he turns his glittering eyes on her, he sees
not the stammering, hopelessly bookish young
girl Olivia has always been, but a passionate,
beautiful woman who can, if she chooses, embark
on the adventure and the love of a lifetime. Don't
miss the other novels in Jane Feather's

Bright Burning Things-Lisa Harding
2021-03-04 'Absolutely dazzling' Marian Keyes
'On every page there are little shimmering
bombs' Lisa Taddeo, author of Three Women
'Quietly devastating . . . Reminded me repeatedly
of Shuggie Bain' Observer AN OBSERVER,
GRAZIA, IRISH TIMES AND IRISH
INDEPENDENT HIGHLIGHT FOR 2021 Being
Tommy's mother is too much for Sonya. Too
much love, too much fear, too much longing for
the cool wine she gulps from the bottle each
the-macgregor-grooms-the-macgregors
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captivating Brides Trilogy: THE HOSTAGE
BRIDE | THE ACCIDENTAL BRIDE | THE LEAST
LIKELY BRIDE

families. ONE MAN'S ART Cartoonist Grant
Campbell has shunned the outside world,
preferring to live and work alone—until a storm
brings beautiful artist Genevieve Grandeau to the
door of his lighthouse. FOR NOW, FOREVER
Self-made millionaire Daniel MacGregor
attemprs to woo independent medical student
Anna Whitfield in a courtship that will launch the
formidable MacGregor dynasty.

Taming the Scotsman-Kinley MacGregor
2009-10-13 No one can tell the hot-blooded
Scottish lass whom to marry! But the muchfeared man Nora runs to for protection may be
more perilous to her heart than any unwanted
groom... And much more difficult to tame!

The Calhouns: Lilah and Suzanna-Nora
Roberts 2020-02-25 Revisit the unforgettable
Calhoun sisters in these two remarkable stories
about love and family For the Love of Lilah Adrift
in a storm, Professor Max Quartermain believes
he's died and gone to heaven when he is rescued
by the beautiful Lilah Calhoun. But Lilah is no
ethereal being--she's a woman of flesh and blood,
and undeniably attracted to the intense and
mysterious stranger. But how can she truly give
her heart to Max when the secrets he keeps
stand between them? Suzanna's Surrender
Fierce single mother Suzanna is determined to
protect her family's legacy and find the missing
Calhoun emeralds. When her search leads her to
Holt Bradford, a temperamental ex-cop, she is
forced to ask him for help. But Holt Bradford is
nothing like the boy Suzanna remembers. Now, if
she's not careful, Suzanna might find herself
distracted by the dangerous, alluring man who
holds the key to everything she's searching for...
Previously Published.

Once Upon a Star-Nora Roberts 1999 Four allnew stories of romance, passion, and magic...
"Ever After" by Nora Roberts "Catch a Falling
Star" by Jill Gregory "The Curse of Castle
Clough" by Ruth Ryan Langan "Starry, Starry
Night" by Marianne Willman

Nora Roberts' MacGregors Collection:
Volume 1-Nora Roberts 2013-05-07 #1 New
York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts
presents a collection that includes the first five
novels in her beloved MacGregors series.
PLAYING THE ODDS When mysterious Justin
Blade saunters up to Serena MacGregor's
blackjack table, he decides to take the biggest
gamble of his life—by playing for keeps.
TEMPTING FATE Attorney Caine MacGregor has
a reputation for winning. But trying to coax cool,
calm Diana Blade into a partnership—and into his
bed—may be his greatest challenge yet. ALL THE
POSSIBILITIES Spirited shop owner Shelby
Campbell has her reasons for keeping dashing
senator Alan MacGregor at arm’s length,
including the centuries-old feud between their
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